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W. THURSTOr~ has recently proved 
TrlEOREM 1. (cf [3]) Let F be a C I foliation o/ a closed manifold V o/ codimension k. Let L be a 
compact leaf o/ F such that Ht (L ,R)=(O)=HI (L ,  GL(k,R)).  Then there is a tubular 
neighborhood o f  L in which F is the product/oliation. One can suppose the linear holonomy of L 
is trivial in place of Ht(L,  GL(k, R)) = (0). 
We have observed that Thurston's proof is invariant under Ct-perturbation. This yields: 
THEOREM 2. Let V, F and L be as in Theorem 1. There is a neighborhood of F in the 
Ct-topology such that/or F' in this neighborhood, F' admits a compact leaf L', homeomorphic 
to L and close to L. Some tubular neighborhood of L' in V is/oliated as a product by F'. 
We use Theorem 2 to prove 
THEOREM 3. Let p: E --) B be a smooth fibration with fibre L ; E, L, B closed manifolds. Then 
the foliation defined by the fibres is C'-structurally stable i /and only if HI(L, R) = (0). 
In the same spirit we use Moser's technique to study deformations of fibre-like foliations [1]. 
We prove: 
THEO~M 4. Let o~ ~ . . . . .  ~o k be linearly independent closed one forms on a closed manifold V. 
Suppose ¢o/, 0 <- t <- I, is a deformation o/ o~ ~ such that to, ~ . . . . .  o~ ~ are linearly independant closed 
one forms/or  each t; and for each i, the cohomology class is independant of t. Then there exist 
diffeomorphisms ~p,: V-~ V such that ~o = 1 and ~*(o~/) = to ~ /or i = 1 . . . . .  k. 
One can think of to, ~ . . . . .  eo, ~ as defining a codirnension k foliation F, of V. Then ~p, provides a
differentiable quivalence between 17, and Fo. Finally, we shall make some remarks concerning 
deformations of fibrations. 
§I, THURSTON COCYCLES 
Let G be a group, K C G and e >0. Thurston has defined a (K, e) cocycle with values in R ~ 
to be an R ~ valued map 3' on K such that [[83,(a,/3)ll-<e for all a, /3 ~ K with a/3 E K ;  
8~,(a,/3) = ~,(-)  + ~,(/3)-  ~,(a,/3). 
Let B be a finite generating set of G and B' denote lements of G which are the product of at 
most l elements of B. Suppose B is closed under inversion. A (K, ~) cocycle is called normal if 
max IIw(~)ll-- I. 
aEB 
Thurston has proved 
LemMa 1. [3] Non trivial (G, O) cocycles exist if and only i /normal (B ~, ~) cocycles exist for 
every l and every ~. 
Now suppose (V ,F ,L )  are as in Theorem 2. Let F, be a sequence of foliations of V 
converging to F in the C'-topology. Let H(n) denote the perturbed holonomy map of L defined 
by F,. We shall prove that if H(n)  is not the identity for large n, then (B ~, ~) normal cocycles exist 
for every l and ¢. The definition of H(n)  depends on 
LEMMA 2. [4] Let Xo E L and D be a disc at xo, transverse to F, which we identify with R k. Let 
M > O. There exists a neighborhood N of F in the C J-topology and 8 > 0 such that i/t~ is a path at 
xo in L o/length <- M, and i/ F' E N, then/or each x E D~ (Xo), a can be lifted to the F' lea/ o/ x. 
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Thus if a is a closed path in L at Xo of length < M, the lifting defines a local diffeomorphism 
H(F ' ) (a) :  Ds ~ R ~ where Da (Xo)is identified with D8 = {x ~ R ~lllxll < 8}. This is the perturbed 
holonomy. 
Now let G = II,(L, Xo) and let B be a finite generating set for G, closed under inversion, with 
1 E B. Choose fixed representatives {a,}7-, for the elements of B. Let l and e >0 be given and 
assume the perturbed holonomy is not the identity for large n. Choose an integer No and 8 > 0 
such that if n -> No then H(F,)(a,) is defined on D(8) for 1 -< i < m. 
We first observe that for a possibly larger No and smaller 8, we can be sure that if x E D(8) is 
a fixed point of H(F,)(cti) for some n > No and all i, 1 - i -< m, then the F, leaf of x is compact 
and isotopic to L in a tubular neighborhood of L. To see this, let/3 be a path in L, of length at 
most equal to M = diameter of L, starting at Xo. We suppose No and 8 chosen so that B can be 
lifted to the F, leaf L '  of each point x of D(8), for n -> No. Using the end point of this lifting we 
obtain a map L ~ L ' ,  which is clearly a diffeomorphism if it is well defined. If/J is another path in 
L starting at Xo, of length at most M, then/~B-' is a loop at Xo of length at most 2M. There is a P 
and M~ such that all loops in L at Xo of length --- 2M can be homotoped to a product of at most 
M~{ai}7.1 and each path in the homotopy has length at most P. Hence by choosing No and B 
accordingly,/Jfl -~ will lift to a loop at x. This means the end points of the liftings of fl and/~ are 
the same, which proves our assertion at the beginning of this paragraph. 
Now since we are assuming the perturbed holonomy is not the identity we can find a sequence 
xj on D(8), converging to xo and a sequence n~ -o~, such that xj is not a common fixed point of 
H(F,,)(a~), 1 <- i <- m. We shall denote H(F~j) by Hr. 
Following Thurston [3], we define yx ~ (a) = (1/j)(H, (a)(x) - x), where j = 
max I ln.(a,)(x)-xl l .  For x = x,, n large, yx" is well defined. Theorem 2 will now follow from 
(m) 
Lemma 3: 
LEMMA 3. For every I and e > O, there is No and 8 > 0 such that if n >- No and x, ~ D (8) is not 
a common fixed point of H,(a~), 1 <- i <- m, then T~ is a normal (B ~, e) cocycle. 
Proof of Lemma 3. 
Let f(r, ~'), r a positive integer, be the function defined recursively by 
f(0, e') = 0, f ( r+ l ,e ' )= l+f ( r ,~ ' ) ( l+e ' ) .  (2) 
Let e '>  0 be sufficiently small that 
'f(l, ~') -< ~. (3) 
Since the linear holonomy of L is assumed trivial and F, converges to F in the C'-topology, 
there exists no and 8' > 0 such that if n -> no and Ilxll--- 8', then 
[Idn(F~)(a,)(x) -xl[-< a' for i = I . . . . .  m. 
Let n, and 8, 0< 8 < 8' be chosen, so that if Ilxll-< 8 and n -> n~ then, 
Iln(F.)(o,,)(x)ll --- 8' for i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
We claim 8 and No = max (no, nO are the numbers that make Lemma 3 work. The proof of these 
estimate is as in Thurston. For completeness, we give the proof here. 
Let x be such that Ilxll_< 8, and n -> No. We will abbreviate H(F, )  in H,. Let n be such that 
H. (a ) (x )¢x  for some a E B'.  
First, we will give an upper bound for 3,~  (a), when a ~ B', r--- l:  
Ib,~" (,~)II-<f(r. ,'). (5) 
This is true for r = 0 or r = 1. Assuming inductively that (5) is true for r = k, let ~r be an arbitrary 
element of B ~÷~. Write cr = aft, with ~ ~ B ~,/3 E B'.  Then 
r~"(~) = ~llH.(o,)(x)- xll, 
Ib'~" (o')11 = ~IIH.(O)[H.(~)(x)] - H.(~)(x)  + H,, (a)(x) - xU 
<- ~IIH.(~)[H.(,~)(x)] - H. (o~)(x)ll + Ih,~" (a)ll. 
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Now, 
Thus 
I Sx M. (a Xx) ,. 
/_~. IIH, (/3)[ H, (a)(x ) ] -  H, (a)(x )ll ~ max IldH, (/3)-I l l" II)H, (a)(x)-xllll_ 
+ 1 <- ~'f(k, ~') + 1 
by (4), (5), for r = k, and (1). So 
I1~."(~)11 < 1 +( l  + ~')/(k, ,')<_/(k + l, •') 
by (2). 
SO 
Equation (5) is established for r = k + 1, so by induction, (5) is established for all r -< I. 
Now we can estimate 87x". Let/3, /32 and/3~./32 be in B t. Then 
,~,/."(/3,./32) = ~,:(/3,) + ~/." (/3~)- ~,.(/3, •/32) 
[H. (/3 0(x) - x + H. (/32)(x) - x - H. (/3,/32)(x) + x l 
= _ 1 [H. (/3 0[H. (/32)(x)1 - H. (/32)(x) - (H. (/3,)(x) - x ] 
I 
1 f[,.(,,,x,) dH. (/3,) - I, =-7  
,,.: ,_ xll max, UdH. (13 ,)(y)- I l l-<, 
by (5), (4) and (3). Thus yx" is a normal (B ~, ~)-cocycle with values in R ~, and the proof of Lemma 
3 is concluded. 
Now we can prove Theorem 3. Suppose that p:E~B is a fibration with fibre L and 
Ht(L,R)  = (0). Let F, be a sequence of foliations converging to F in the Ct-topology, F the 
foliation of E given by the fibration. By Theorem 2, each F, is a fibration for n large. More 
precisely, if L is a fibre and x E L, there is a transverse disk Da(x) and N such that if n --- N 
then each leaf of F" meeting Ds(x) is compact and homeomorphic to L. Clearly there is N1 such 
that if n ->Nt and L '  is a leaf of F" which meets some Ds12(y), for y E L, then L '  also meets 
D,(x). Hence for n large, each leaf of F" meeting a 8/2 tubular neighborhood of L is compact 
and homeomorphic to L. Since Hol(F", L ' )= Id for such a leaf L '  E F ' ,  L '  has a tubular 
neighborhood foliated as a product by F". This implies F" is a fibration for n large. 
Now choose a triangulation of B so that the join of each vertex is contained in an open disk 
over which F is trivial. For each vertex xi ~ B, choose a point yi E L(x~) = the fibre of F over 
x,. For n large the leaf of F" passing by y,, denoted by L(n, y~), is contained in a tubular 
neighborhood of L (x~) and meets each transverse disk in this tubular neighborhood exactly once. 
Hence there is a diffeomorphism ~ with support in this tubular neighborhood such that 
$~(L(x,)) = L(n, y~) and $~ is Ct-close to the identity. 
Hence we can assume that F and F" coincide over the 0-skeleton of B. Suppose inductively 
that F and F" coincide over B k, the k-skeleton of B. Let c, be a k + 1-simplex of B and identify 
p-'(cr) with cr x L. We have two cases: 
(1) k = dim B - 1. Each leaf of F" meets each transverse disk cr x {pt} in exactly one point. 
Fix yo E L and for x E m let L (x, yo) denote the leaf of F" passing by (x, yo). 
For (x, y) U ~r x L define [(x, y) = L(x, yo) fl cr x {y}. Since F" and F coincide on (&r) x L 
and are given by projection to cr there, [ is a conjugation between F and F" which is the identity 
on (&r) x L. 
(2) k < dim B - I. Let cr be a k + 1 simplex and yo E L. Let A:  be the submanifold of E 
which is the union of the leaves of F" meeting cr x {yo}. For n large, A :  and cr x L are C'-close 
and coincide on (&r)× L. Hence there is a diffeomorphism ft." of E, C'-close to the identity, 
such that ~, " (A : )  = ~r x L and such that the support of the #." coincide at most on p- '(BJ);  
] < k. Of course ff.~/~, = Id. See Fig. 1 in the case where dim B = 2, dim o, = 1. 
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The condition on the supports of the #,¢ will allow us to glue the #," defined for each k + ! 
simplex of the triangulation in a global diffeomorphism of E. 
Next apply the discussion of case 1 to the two fibrations of ~r x L, given by #n"(FnlA, ~) and 
{pt} x L. Then F and F ~ coincide on ~r x L. This shows F and F" are conjugate for n large. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3, we start with a fibration p : E ~ B with fibre L such that 
HI(L, R) # (0). We shall C'-approximate he foliation F defined by the fibration, by a foliation FI 
having non-compact leaves. This suffices to prove F is not structurally stable. 
Let D be a disc in B such that dim D = dim B and E is trivial over D. We identify p - ' (D)  
with D k x L, k = dim B. Let x, . . . . .  x~ be coordinates in D k and let a be a closed one form on L 
which is non zero in H~(L, R). Write D ~ = [0, 1] k and left [(xl) be a smooth function such that 
!"(0) =/(1) = 0, / (x0 > 0 for 0 < x~ < 1 and/" is CLclose to 0. Consider the k linearly independent 
one forms dx~ +.f(xOa, dx2 . . . . .  dxk. They define a codimension k foliation of D k x L which is the 
fibration F on (OD k) x L and is CLclose to F on D ~ x L. This foliation has non-compact leaves. 
Dennis Sullivan has suggested to us another way to look at this. Let/.~ be an infinite cyclic 
covering of L and ~p:/.Z ~/_: the covering transformation (L exists since H I (L ,R)#0) .  Let 
~b: D~D k be a diffeomorphism with ~b= 1 on aD ~, ~ C'-close to 1 and 4,(x~ . . . . .  xk)= 
(y~, x~ . . . . .  x~) with y~ > x~ in (int D~). There is a natural action of Z on L x D k by ~pi acting on L 
and #l on D k. The quotient Lz x D k is diffeomorphic to L x D ~ and the foliation/.Z x {pt} is 
invariant under this action hence passes to L x D ~. This is a C Lapproximation toF equal to F on 
L x(aD ~) and all the leaves in L = (intD k) are non compact. 
Now we shall use Moser's technique to study deformations of certain foliations[1]. 
Let ~o, be a family of k-forms, 0---t-< I, on a closed n-manifold V. Suppose there are 
diffeomorphisms ~p, : V ~ V such that 
~p *(~0,) -- ~oo (I) 
for 0 -< t -< 1, and ~po = 1. Differentiating (I) with respect o t, we obtain 
0 = ~o*(~b,) + ~p *(Lx, (~o,)), (II) 
where X, is the non-autonomous vector field obtained by differentiating ~, and a), = (d/dt)(co,). 
Since #, is a diffeomorphism, (II) implies: 
d~, + Lx, (~o,) = 0. (III) 
If X, is a solution of (III), then ~p, can be obtained to satisfy I by integration. To solve (III) we 
consider special classes of forms. Suppose for example, that each a,, is a closed form and the 
cohomology class of ~o, is independent of t. Writing ~o, = ~o + dG,, we have o~, = dO, = da,. Also 
Lx,(~o,) = (d~o,) .~ X, + d(~o, .~ X,). Since ~o, is closed this implies 0 = d(a, + ~o, ~ X,). So, if we 
can find a smooth X, such that 
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a, + to, ..J X, = 0. (IV) 
Then we can find ~, by integration. 
For to, a volume form or a non degenerate 2-form, this equation can be solved uniquely for X, 
at each point. This is Moser 's  theorem. To find solutions in the other cases, one uses some 
additional structure, like a Riemannian metric. If to, is a closed non zero one-form, then let N, be 
the unique vector field on V satisfying ~(N, )= l and N, is orthogonal at each point to 
H, = kernel to,. Then X, = -atN,  is a smooth solution of (IV). This proves Theorem 3 for k = I. If 
to,', tot 2 are two one parameter families of l - forms satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3, then let 
Nt' be the unique vector field satisfying to,'(Nt') = I and iV,' orthogonal to H /= ker to,'. Let N, 2 be 
the unique vector field satisfying: N, ~ 6 Ht', Nt 2 is orthogonal to H /  N H, 2 and tot2(Nt 2) = 1. Then 
there exist unique smooth functions a,(t) ,  as(t) such that if we define 
X(t )  = a,(t)Nt' + a2(t)N, 2, 
then 
to/(X(t)) = -a /  and tot2(X(t)) = -a ,  2. 
Now it is clear how to prove Theorem 3 in general. For  l -< i -< k, let N /be  the unique vector 
field satisfying: 
N/ e Hi' N H, 2 n . . -  n H/-', 
N,' is orthogonal to N H/, and to, ' (Nt ')= 1. 
Define 
k 
X(t )  = ~ a,(t)N/, 
l - - !  
where a~(t) are the unique solutions of to/(X,) = -a / .  Then gives ~ot with ~v*(to/) = toot 
Remark. Dennis Sull ivan has recently constructed a vector field on a closed 5-manifold such 
that every orbit is periodic yet the periods are not bounded [2]. W. Thurston subsequently found a 
real analytic example of this type. This gives a one-parameter family of fibrations on a closed 
manifold which are non-equivalent. 
Added in proof. We have recently received a paper by Richard Hamilton where he proves theorem 3. His techniques are 
completely different from ours. His theorem applies to fibrations with singular fibres (Seifert fibrations), however our 
technique also generalises toSeifert fibrations (this was done with D. Epstein), Hamilton's technique may be very useful to 
foliations. 
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